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Introduction
The Women’s Interracial Fellowship conducted a survey in Southeast Denton to
gather facts about the lack of paving in that area. This survey was a result of a panel
discussion which the Fellowship held with the members of the Mayor’s Committee for
Development of Southeast Denton. The Committee was unanimous in its belief that
Street paving was the foremost problem of the area.
The survey was begun before the City Council’s special paving proposal for
Southeast Denton was announced. The petition requirement is not necessary under this
special assessment program. However, the survey was continued because the
Fellowship felt it was significant to hear and record the voice of the property owners.
The survey’s prime objective was to see how many streets the interviewers could
get to meet the current assessment petition requirement. Secondary objectives were (1)
to get information about past petition efforts, (2) to find out how much property owners
understood about procedures involved in getting streets paved, (3) to find out what the
general attitude was towards paving streets, and (4) to see whether property owners
were able and willing to pay their share of the cost.

PROCEDURE: Property owners’ names and addresses were obtained from the City tax
records (revisions were made from time to time as the interviewing revealed changes in
ownership of property).
Approximately 50 persons participated in the actual interviewing. Effort was
made to have teams of one white and one black interview homeowners. White
landlords were interviewed by whites either in person or by phone. Negro landlords
were interviewed either by Negroes or by a white and black together.
AREA INTERVIEWED:
Twenty-four streets were surveyed. These are the streets to
be paved under the new special paving assessment program. A map designating the
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area was prepared by the City Planner, Joel Albrecht, and a copy given to the Fellowship
for use in the survey upon approval of the City Manager, Jack Reynolds, and the Mayor,
Zeke Martin.

White Landlords
About two-thirds of the white landlords were contacted. More were not
contacted due to lack of time of the interviewers and the interviewers working on the
survey were more interested in contacting homeowners in the area. After contacting
these landlords and hearing the same story, the interviewers felt a pretty clear picture of
the white landlord’s attitude emerged.
White landlords own about one-third of this area and they played a very
noticeable part in making the petition method unsuccessful.
Landlords own more street footage than homeowners on 14 of the 24 streets. Of
these 14, the white landlord is the major landlord on 6 streets. Three of these streets
(Wye, Simmons & Cook) could not pass the petition requirement. Maddox is not likely to
and E. Sycamore needs more surveying. Wilson Short or Alexander St. was the only
street to meet the petition requirement and the white landlord involved, though holding
the deed, is selling by contract to a Negro.
Some of the responses from interviews are paraphrased below:
Some of the white landlords said they were in no position to pay. They were
elderly and lived on very small incomes.
Some said their tenants didn’t want their streets paved because they feared an
increase in rent, thought they admitted that they had received request from these
tenants to try and do something about the streets.
One man thought the streets should be paved but it meant he would lose property
in the widening of the streets. Thus he’d lose more than the paving would be worth.
In some cases they felt that they would end up carrying most of the burden of the
assessment costs and thus were making an investment beyond the actual benefit of
4

paving. Even admitting the desirability of the paving itself, it would be an unprofitable
investment.
Only one white landlord interviewed thought the special assessment program a
real bargain.

Negro Landlords
Most of the Negro landlords interviewed lived in the area. The reason for the low
percent (48.4%) of Negro landlords interviewed is that those not living in the area are
out of town and hard to contact. In many cases the owner, according to tax records, is
now deceased and the legal heir or heirs are hard to locate.
When the interviewers asked to whom the rent was paid they discovered it was
usually to a bank or a collector. Efforts to locate the landlords through these channels
proved difficult and were not pursued.
Of the 14 streets on which landlords own more than one-half of the street footage
the Negro is major landlord on 6 streets. Two streets, E. Mulberry and Crawford met the
petition requirements. One street, Morse, did not and Industrial is not likely to meet
them. Two streets, Bradshaw and Hill, might meet the requirements if more Negro
landlords were contacted. Ruth and Cross Timber are two streets having the same
percentage of property owned by Negro and white landlords. Both these streets need
more surveying before determining whether they can meet the petition requirements.
Since most of the landlords interviewed are also residents they revealed the same
attitudes towards paving as the Homeowners. Their comments are included with the
Homeowners.

Homeowners
Sixty percent of the property owners are homeowners and they own about fortyseven percent of the street footage.
5

The interviewers were well received by the homeowners. This was particularly
true when the interviewers were both a black and a white. The two man reactions were
deep bitterness toward City Hall and a feeling of hopelessness in ever getting the streets
paved.
Some of the homeowners who didn’t sign said they were too poor to pay the
monthly assessment and some were not too sure of the interviewers’ motives.
Of the 10 streets where homeowners own most of the property 6 met the petition
requirements. Two streets, Wilson and Mill, might meet the requirements if more
homeowners were interviewed. The two streets that did not meet the petition
requirements were Bushey and Chambers. On Bushey St. a white man owns the entire
west side. He lives there but is not interested in having the street paved. A white man
on Chambers St. says he plans to sell and move so would not sign the petition.
The main responses of homeowners and Negro landlords to the interviews are
paraphrased below:
Though most of the residents of the area were willing, even eager to sign the
petition they felt nothing would be done. But, they’d say to the interviewer, “maybe you
can get something done.”
The Negroes feel they get the run-around at City Hall. One pointed out a ditch full
of rubbish. He’d had promises to clean it up but nothing was done. “We’re not getting
anything for our taxes,” was a frequent complaint.
As one man expressed it, “they just passed a bill for 17 million on the last election
for sewage, etc. Not 10 people down here voted on it. But they’re gonna pay and it’s
been spent elsewhere, not where they promised. White folks don’t keep their promises.”
Another suggested they (Negroes) should overthrow the city government and
replace them with their own men. He was not in favor of five men running the whole
town. “They’re all foreigners anyway,” he said.
The white residents on Morse Street were also discouraged. They had been
promised pavement before and still don’t have it. Other needs have been ignored too.
One woman complained of water pipes being too small to service the block. When
6

everyone had their water on the faucets produced only a dribble. The transformer was
also too small to serve the residents adequately.
A husband described the futility of his wife trying to clean house with all the dust
from the dirt street. As many others, he too felt there was little use to paint, fix-up or
wash cars. Even the borders of the yards were indeterminate of some streets. A paved
street would provide some incentive to improve the outward appearance of the
neighborhood.
On one busy street the dust was so bad it caused a woman to be hospitalized
many times with severe sinus trouble. She and some of her neighbors had hosed down
the street at their own expense during the summer.

Conclusions
SURVEY SAMPLE: 73.1% of the property owners were interviewed and they own 69.2%
of the total street footage in the survey area. Of the homeowners interviewed 85%
signed the petition. Of the Negro landlords interviewed 77 ½% signed the petition. Of
the white landlords interviewed 15% signed for all their property and an additional 10%
signed for part of their property. Less than one-sixth of all the property owners are
white landlords and they own about one-third of the property in the survey area.
The most important fact shown by this survey is that the homeowners in
Southeast Denton want their streets paved and are willing to pay their share of the cost.
The petition method for paving streets is impractical for this area for at least two
reasons: (1) the lack of willingness on the part of the white landlord to participate and
(2) Negro landlords who are now deceased and whose heirs have moved out of town
create long delays in obtaining legal signatures to petition.
Lack of communication between homeowners and the City is another vital fact
brought out by this survey. The general attitude of the homeowners is that the City is
neglecting their part of town and that Negroes get the run-around when they go to the
City to inquire about proper procedure. Very few homeowners knew why their streets
were not paved. Many felt it was the City’s job to pay total cost and assumed the City
7

was paying street costs in the new residential developments. There is a decided need for
a better method of communication with the Negro community and creating a better
understanding of any street paving program.
Paving the streets of Southeast Denton should be acted on with the same urgency
that would be called for in a natural emergency such as a flood or a tornado. The slow
pace exhibited in the past is not demonstrating enough concern for the extreme
problems of dirt, inconvenience, ugliness, and neglect caused by unpaved streets.
Monthly progress reports should be made and distributed, perhaps with the utility bill,
and in the newspaper that would give the black community concrete information about
time schedules, reasons for delays, etc.
This survey is not intended to attach blame for past failures and acts of bad faith,
but to show in a detailed and factual way the actual situation in Southeast Denton and
to record the opinions of those who live there and those who own property there. We
submit to all the citizens of Denton this record of acts and the voices of those who own
and live in her most neglected section.
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Appendix I
DESCRIPTION OF STREETS SURVEYED

Avenue S from East Prairie to dead end
Bushey between Wilson and Morse
Cook between Robertson and Mill, and Ruth and Dallas Drive
Bailey from Wilson to dead end
Maddox between East Prairie and Robertson
East Prairie from Bradshaw east to dead end
Crawford between Mulberry and East Sycamore
Ruth between Industrial and Cook
Industrial between Wye and Ruth
Bradshaw between East Sycamore and Wilson
Hill between Wilson and Park Lane
Chambers between Dallas Highway and Clifton (to paved area)
Cross Timber between Ruth and Mill
Clifton between Chambers and Simmons
East Mulberry between Crawford and Wood
East Sycamore between Exposition and Wood
Mill between Industrial and Cross Timber
Morse between Hill and Teague Survey
Skinner Street between East Prairie and Robertson
Simmons between Dallas Drive and Clifton (to paved area)
Smith between Hill and Duncan
Wilson between Railroad and Block 271 lot (5)
Wilson Short (Alexander) from Wilson to dead end
Wye between Cross Timber and Industrial
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DESCRIPTION OF STREETS SURVEYED

Avenue S from East Prairie to dead end
Bushey between Wilson and Morse
Cook between Robertson and Mill, and Ruth and Dallas Drive
Bailey from Wilson to dead end
Maddox between East Prairie and Robertson
East Prairie from Bradshaw east to dead end
Crawford between Mulberry and East Sycamore
Ruth between Industrial and Cook
Industrial between Wye and Ruth
Bradshaw between East Sycamore and Wilson
Hill between Wilson and Park Ln.
Chambers between Dallas Highway and Clifton (to paved area)
Cross Timber between Ruth and Mill
Clifton between Chambers and Simmons
East Mulberry between Crawford and Wood
East Sycamore between Exposition and Wood
Mill between Industrial and Cross Timber
Morse between Hill and Teague Survey
Skinner Street between East Prairie and Robertson
Simmons between Dallas Drive and Clifton (to paved area)
Smith between Hill and Duncan
Wilson between Railroad and Block 271 lot (5)
Wilson Short (Alexander) from Wilson to dead end
Wye between Cross Timber and Industrial
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Current Map
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Appendix 2
ANALYSIS OF STREETS

Names of streets where more than
50% of street frontage is owned by
Homeowners

Names of streets where more than
50% of street frontage is owned by
Landlords

*Smith

W. Simmons

*Skinner

N. Morse

*Avenue S

W. Cook

Bushey

W. Maddox

*Bailey

*N. Crawford

*East Prairie

N-W Ruth

Chambers
*Clifton

N. Industrial
N. Bradshaw

Mill

N. Hill

Wilson

W-N Cross Timbers
*W. East Sycamore
W. Wilson Short
*N. East Mulberry
W. Wye

*Streets which have met petition requirements
W Streets where white landlords own most of the rental property
N Streets where Negro landlords own most of the rental property
N-W Streets where white and Negro landlords hold equal amounts of rental
property.
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Appendix 3
STATISTICS BASED ON TOTAL AREA

(INTERVIEWED AND NOT INTERVIEWED)
Total Property Petitions Signed
Owners
Yes
No
(footage)

Not
Interviewed

Homeowners

143 (14611)

104 (8781)

19 (3484)

20 (2345)

Negro
Landlords

64 (7769)

24 (2802)

7 (642)

33 (4325)

White
Landlords

29+2* (8744)

5 (1615)

15 (5784)

11 (1375)

Totals

238* (31154)

131 (13198)

41 (9910)

64 (8045)

Exempt (1450)
No Information (809)
*Two White Landlords signed for some of their property and refused to sign for
some. They were considered a speartate interview in compiling the statistics.
73.1% of property owners were interviewed
55.9% of property owners signed petitions and they own 39.5% of street footage
17.2% of property owners would not sign and they own 29.7% of street footage
26.9% of property owners were not interviewed and they own 24.1% of street
footage
4.4% of street footage is exempt
2.4% of street footage had no information available.
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Appendix 5
MAYOR’S COMMITTEE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTHEAST DENTON

Reverend John Black

Mr. Charles B. Redd

1011 East Oak Street

345 Robertson

Reverend Claude Hollins

Mrs. Marvin Alexander, Secretary

819 Lakey Street

810 Wilson

Mr. Edell Price

Mrs. Tommy Craft

1116 East Hickory

405 East Prairie

Mr. Herman Herod

Mr. Rufus Ebron

1132 East Oak

605 Smith Street

Mr. Noble Holland

Mr. Robert Williams

816 Lakey

1004 East Oak Street

Mr. E. H. Garrett, Chairman

Reverend Otto Simpson

1115 South Wood

339 Robertson
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Appendix 6
PERSONS WORKING ON SURVEY

Mrs. T.C. Hill

Mrs. Charley Shephard

Mrs. Rufus Ebron

Miss Diana Edminister

Mrs. Norman Lang

Mr. Robert Daniel

Mrs. E.D. Price

Mr. H.N. Groover

Mrs. R.M. Hunter

Miss Nita Bell

Mrs. David McGuire

Mrs. Walter S. Mitchell, Sr.

Mrs. Herman Franklin

Mrs. Burkhardt McAdams

Mrs. M.C. Bell, Sr.

Mrs. William Rogers

Rev. & Mrs. Joe Hall

Mr. Richard Rodgers

Mr. & Mrs. R.B. Sale

Mr. David Barnett

Rev. Otto Simpson

Mrs. Sandford Williams

Miss Cheryl Price

Mrs. Luther Varner

Mrs. Bessie Harden

Mrs. Aileen Braziel

Miss Carolyn Connell

Mrs. Louise Mitchell

Mr. Fred J. Connell

Miss Rose Young

Miss Linda Alexander

Miss Sheila Wheatley

Mr. Fred Rodgers

Miss Jane Allen

Miss Laura Westbrook

Mr. John Roach

Miss Lois Wetxel

Mrs. Keith Shelton

Miss Bernice Hall

Mrs. Leonard Ehrler

Mrs. Richard Most

Mrs. Davic Webb

Mr. Oscar Howard

Mrs. Ray Sears

Mrs. Bruce Roster, Chairman

Mrs. Clyde Mohair
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON PAVING OF STREETS

SPONSORED BY THE WOMEN’S INTER-RACIAL FELLOWSHIP
Owner’s Name
Address of Property or Properties
Do you know why your street is not paved?
If yes, why?
If no, ask – Do you know about Denton’s paving assessment program?
(See Information Sheet)
Have you ever signed a petition stating your willingness to pay your share of the
cost of having your street paved?
If yes, when?

To whom did you give it?

If no, check one of the following reasons:
I have never seen any petition.
I am unable to pay
I think the city should pay all street costs.
I didn’t know how to get a petition started.
Other
Would you be willing now to sign a petition stating your willingness to pay your
share of the cost of having your street paved?
If no, why?
(If you can’t afford the cost, then about how much per month could
you pay?
Interviewers’ comments:

NAMES OF INTERVIEWERS
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SURVEY INFORMATION SHEET

THE WOMEN’S INTER-RACIAL FELLOWSHIP OF DENTON and interested citizens
are making this survey to gather facts about the lack of paving in southeast
Denton. The information we collect will be helpful in determining the next steps
in meeting this problem. We feel that this is a necessary stage in solving the
problem of unpaved streets in this area.
DENTON’S PAVING ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Citizens of Denton who wish to have their streets paved must take the following
steps:
1. Get a petition from City Engineer, Bob Pearce. This petition states your
willingness to pay one/third of the paving costs of the street in front of
your property based on the per-foot frontage. (The current assessment
rate for each property owner is $4.50 per-foot frontage. For example, a
50 foot lot would cover $225.00 or $7.00 per month. A 100 foot lot
would cost $450.00 or $14.00 per month. Property that already has
curbing and guttering is given $1.40 per-foot credit. Credit is also given
for partially paved streets.) Corner lot owners pay for the area on both
sides of their property.
2. On each street, signatures must be obtained from (1) two/thirds of the
property owners and one/half of the property area, or (2) one/half of
the owners and two/thirds of the property area.
3. All streets meeting these requirements are then submitted by petition
to the City Council for its approval. The Council then passes an
ordinance saying this is a legitimate need.
4. The City Manager then asks for bids from construction companies.
5. The City Council then approves a bid, signs a contract with a
construction company, and establishes a specific assessment program
based on the cost of this contract. Only one assessment program is
made in any one year period.
Petition signers are then informed of their share of paving costs after the
paving is completed. They may either pay cash or have up to 36 months to
pay. They are charged 8% interest on the unpaid balance.
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CURRENT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Street paving is now in progress under the current assessment program #5. The
streets in southeast Denton that are being paved under this program are as
follows:
Crawford Street (from McKinney Street to Mulberry Street)
East Hickory (from Exposition Street to Wood Street)
Lakey Street (from E. Prairie Street to Morse Street)
Ruth Street (from Hill Street to Cook Street)
Wood Street (from McKinney Street to Sycamore Street)
Citizens who live on or near the streets being paved will be familiar with the
temporary problems involved. Sometimes trees must be removed to widen
streets, utility lines and telephone poles must be replaced, or there are other
delays due to unforeseen problems. Streets may temporarily be town u, but
these are necessary inconveniences in getting a paved street.
Appendix 8

CITY COUNCIL’S
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT
PAVING PLAN
City’s share ½
Property owners share ¼

No petition requirement

60 month at no interest
24

Appendix 9
INTERVIEWS WITH CITY OFFICIALS

Mr. Jack Reynolds – City Manager
Question: what has been done to inform the people of Southeast Denton about
the special paving program?
Answer: It’s been published in the paper, and interested individuals and groups
have been going into the area.
Question: Is there any information center here in City Hall where people msy
come with concerns?
Answer: Unless it concerns a specific department, they come to me and also call
me at my home in the evenings. We have never had any trouble before with
people petitioning to get their streets paved. The reason why the Southeast
Denton streets haven’t been paved is not because they didn’t know about the
procedure, but because the other areas of town have had more initiative to
present petitions for consideration by the city.. Since the City has a limited
amount of money for paving programs we have to set up a first come, first serve
policy for consideration of petitions; that is, the first petitions in get priority. It
would be unfair to consider Negro petitions over white petitions. After all, the
whites are entitled to the same rights as the Negroes.
Question: Has the special assessment plan passed yet?
Answer: The Council instructed the engineer to proceed with engineering plans;
these plans will take from six to nine months, then bids will be received for a
month, followed by a public hearing.
Question: Where can we obtain a copy of the special paving plan?
Answer: There is no copy except for the articles in the newspaper.
Question: Would you explain the provisions for the assessment of payment for
the paying cost?
Answer: The present proposal is for a 50-25 division, with 50% paid by the City
and 25% paid by the property owners on each side of the street. The City’s cost,
however, is greater than 50% since the City also pays for drainage, extra width
and intersections. The final cost to the City is approximately two-thirds.
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Question: Would urban renewal have been more or less desirable for Denton
that the plan?
Answer: Urban renewal would definitely have been better since it would have
been much less expensive.
Mr. Joel Albrecht – City Planner
Question: What is your role in getting streets paved?
Answer: I figure out the width of each street and decide what needs to be
purchased. I also plan the drainage and what additional right-of-way is needed.
Question: Will the paving of the area be considered under a total plan or as
individual streets?
Answer: Eventually all streets will be paved regardless of whether the residents
can pay or not. We are now considering paving with curb and gutter only those
streets with homes and paving other thoroughfares without curb and gutter.
Question: How do you think the urban renewal program compares to this special
paving plan?
Answer: This program is the next best thing to urban renewal in terms of getting
something done about the streets; but unlike urban renewal, most of the burden
goes to the City through the sales tax, when the people are unable to pay.
Question: Do you think this proposal is a political move?
Answer: I wouldn’t say one way or the other, but this proposal is the best thing
for the colored people because they’ll have more time to pay and with no interest
charged. Once we have paving instead of a bad slush area, they will maintain
their homes and yards better, overnight. It doesn’t really matter what program
we use.
Question: Do you foresee any opposition to this program from either white or
Negroes?
Answer: The only problem is that the colored people are unwilling to listen. If it
were presented in such a manner as might through to them, they might be in
favor of it.
Mr. Bob Pearce – Director of Community Development
Question: What is your role in paving streets?
Answer: I design streets and build them.
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Question: How long is it before actual paving is begun?
Answer: The total elapsed time will be about eleven months, if everything goes
right.
Question: How do you think the urban renewal program compares to this special
paving plan?
Answer: Urban renewal would have been much easier for me. Under this plan,
I’ll have to get permission from each property owner for additional right of way.
Under urban renewal, I could have decided where I wanted to put a street and
how wide I wanted it paved.
Question: To what extent can you condemn property?
Answer: I can condemn land for the public good and have done it before but I
don’t like to. In some instances it would be very difficult to show a public need
for condemning a street, such as Avenue S. a dead-end street. We have never
condemned under assessment programs although we could. We condemn all the
time for highways, drainage, pipelines, etc. Back on the question of urban
renewal, the big difference is that there will be no federal money. This program
will be cheaper to the people than past assessments, but the biggest expense will
be for lowering lines, moving power poles and meters, etc., for which there is no
assessment. The City is allowed to assess up to 90% but has always assessed only
two-thirds.
Question: Do you think any opposition will develop to this paving plan?
Answer: I wouldn’t want to comment on that.
Mr. Zeke Martin – Mayor of Denton
Question: Do you foresee any opposition to your special paving plan?
Answer: I don’t see how there could be. Some people have asked, “Why are
people in Southeast Denton getting their streets paved eight percent cheaper?”
My answer to them is that the Negroes have been patient and have waited one
hundred years. Others might ask why we are spending this money for the
Negroes when others need it too. To them I would say that the City has never
spent a fair share of money on that section. The City council was unanimously in
favor of this proposal and the City Manager reported that here are sufficient
funds, both from the money left over from the ’64 bond issue and from other two
and one-half million dollar thoroughfare bond passed in December (1967).
Question: Do you feel that urban renewal would have been better?
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Answer: No. This is a much better program. People need to do things on their
own, be self-sustaining. If the cities don’t tax themselves for their programs, then
the federal government must raise the taxes and the cities are then in
competition for federal funds. We’d have to compete with Dallas or Fort Worth.
This way we are certain that our money will be spent on our city. Also, urban
renewal makes it possible for the city government to condemn property and sell it
to private enterprise, whereas this program assures that property will be
condemned only for the public good. This is the major reason why the people
voted down urban renewal.
Question: What will the total cost of this program be?
Answer: Probably around three hundred twenty-five thousand dollars overall. In
the long run, the city would spend about thirty thousand dollars more than half of
the total cost. For those unable to pay their share my committee, (Appendix 5)
will help supply funds by contacting churches and relatives.
Question: Do you that the Negroes themselves are going to oppose this program
as they did urban renewal?
Answer: At our meeting in Southeast Denton the other night, attended by 500
residents, a man whose street is under the current assessment program stood up
and wanted to know why he couldn’t have the new, lower assessment. We
explained that this program cannot be retroactive: there has to be a cut-off point.
Anyway, five or six others said they were also under the current program, but that
they wouldn’t mind a lower price for others.
Question: How much do you think this will reduce the cost to property owners?
Answer: Well, for example, on a one hundred-foot lot, under the current
assessment program, the owner pays fourteen dollars per month for three years,
including interest. Under this program, the owner would pay about five dollars
and sixty cents per month for five years, without interest. This makes the
program much more practical.
Note: The Interviews with City officials we made on January 31, 1968, shortly
after the City Council proposed the special assessment paving program.
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